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As the knowledge of high density test structure design has grown quickly in
recent years, the ability to implement fast variation characterization techniques
is often limited by the number of Source-Measure Units (SMUs) available
in conventional parametric testers. Overall throughput on parametric testers
can be limited by the SMU resources when parallel test techniques are being
implemented. In addition to the limitations imposed by the number of SMUs,
the overhead involved in running multiple tests in parallel can also prove to be
a bottleneck. This white paper compares different strategies for minimizing
these bottlenecks and outlines a new approach that employs an SMUbased test system that provides the high throughput necessary for variation
characterization while keeping the cost to semiconductor manufacturing
facilities affordable.

Introduction
As device dimensions continue to scale downward, semiconductor
manufacturing requires more parametric tests to provide greater insight into
variations so engineers can make adequate corrections to improve overall
yield. Performing more parametric tests often demands more test structures
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(requiring more silicon space) and higher tester throughput. Although strategies for increasing
device density (e.g., addressable array structures) without dramatically increasing the amount
of silicon space needed are commonly discussed, this white paper focuses on tester throughput
improvement.
Parallel test is one often-used strategy for increasing test throughput. In theory, if one
were able to test four times as many devices within one probe touchdown, throughput
could be increased by 4×. However, conventional SMU/switch-matrix-style parametric test
systems (Figure 1) are often limited by the number of SMUs installed and the size of switch
matrix. Doubling or tripling the size of the switch matrix to accommodate more SMUs is
often infeasible because the extra leakage and parasitic capacitance that would come with a
larger matrix would slow tester performance. As a result, alternative system architectures are
being explored.
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Figure 1. Although conventional parametric testers use a high speed control bus, overall throughput on high
density test structures is often limited by the number of SMUs available, as well as by the number
of rows (instrument pathways) in the switch matrix.
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Figure 2. Alternative SMU-per-pin tester architecture

Figure 2 illustrates an SMU-per-pin system architecture that’s an alternative to
conventional parametric tester designs. Using this configuration, one SMU could be connected
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to each of the device pads and the number of parallel test threads would be based simply on
the number of devices available on the test structure.
However, for a simple architecture like this, the efficiency of the test sequences used is
critical to overall tester performance. Simply linking pieces of test code together is unlikely
to produce significant throughput improvement without optimization. Figure 3a illustrates
where test time is spent in each step of a single-thread test sequence. Figure 3b shows the
result of putting the same commands together as an example of three-thread parallel test.
Although force and measure actions can be executed in parallel, the commands to each of the
instruments are actually sent out sequentially due to the nature of the GPIB control bus. The
communication overhead may not be negligible in the test.
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Figure 3. Communication overhead associated with control activities. (a) Time chart for a single-point
force-measure test. (b) Time chart for three single-point force-measure tests executed in parallel.

Optimize Control Sequence
Even though the control bus supported on a benchtop SMU instrument usually isn’t optimized
for massive parallel test in terms of communication speed and synchronization (or at least not
as optimized as that of a parametric tester), it’s still possible to improve test throughput by
leveraging other features the instruments provide. Using the test structure shown in Figure 4
as an example, several strategies are available to minimize overall test time.
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Figure 4. (a) Overview of an addressable structure. Each of the crosspoints of the row/column decoder
represents one DUT (or multiple DUTs). (b) Each of the DUTs can be accessed via the transfer
gate, which is controlled by the decoders. (c) Simplified pad layout of an addressable structure.
Each of the address selections provides access to eight Kelvin resistors. (d) Flow chart that
illustrates the procedure to test the addressable structure.

Strategy 1: Control Bus Broadcast
A GPIB bus supports broadcast to all addresses at the same time, a feature one can take
advantage of when all the tests in each of the threads are the same. Figure 5a illustrates how
the communication overhead from the second thread to the last one can be eliminated.
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(a) Bus broadcast
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Figure 5. Methods to minimize communication overhead effectively: (a) Communication overhead
(the orange blocks) may be reduced by using the broadcast method supported by GPIB. (b)
Communication overhead can be further reduced when the test code can be stored in the
instrument locally and the main test program sends only one command to trigger a series of forcemeasure activities, such as calling a function.

Strategy 2: Distributed Control Code
When a test requires some combination of force-measure actions, such as a Kelvin resistor
measurement, for example (force current on force terminal and measure voltage on two sense
terminals), the amount of communication overhead for each of the commands can still be
significant. Some of the instruments allow storing test sequences locally in the instrument or
mainframe. The system controller can simply trigger the test sequence with a single command
then retrieve results after completion.
Strategy 3: Trigger via Digital I/O
The advantage of distributed control code may be further expanded through the use of digital
I/O. A feedback loop can be established to trigger the next sequence if a digital output signal
can be sent from the last thread (group), upon the completion of the test sequence, to the
digital input of the main thread (group), which manages the test flow. Although it is difficult
to predict which thread will be the last one to be completed, adding an AND gate can resolve
the issue (Figure 6). This strategy can be used to eliminate bus communication time at the
beginning of each sequence while the memory of the instrument is capable of storing all the
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Figure 6. A hardware trigger may be implemented simply by adding a multiple input AND gate.

Strategy 4: Internal Trigger Bus
The sweep command that some newer benchtop SMUs can support can accelerate I-V curve
measurements (e.g., IDVG sweeps); the alternative way of making the same measurement via
force-measure commands in a FOR loop often takes longer due to the difference in execution
efficiency between hardware and software triggers. However, an instrument or mainframe’s
internal trigger bus may have limitations in terms of parallel threading.
Strategy 5: Compress Result Retrieve Time
Unless the system allows all test results to be stored in the memory of the main node
during the test sequence and then retrieved via a single command to the master node, the
most commonly used technique is to store as many results locally (i.e., in the instrument)
as possible, then allow the system controller to collect data once the whole test sequence
is complete.

Addressing Control
It may be helpful to discuss how address selection can be made on the tester and how the
control of address selection affects overall test time.
Conventional parametric testers don’t support digital I/O at the pins, so the address
selection on a parallel addressing array can only be made by connecting all high bits
(pins) to an SMU while low bits (pins) are grounded. Next, address selection requires
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first disconnecting all address pins before connecting high/low bits to the SMU/ground
accordingly. Some experiments on an addressable Kelvin resistor structure suggest that the
overhead on address selection could take twice as long as the actual force-measure action
performed on the device.
If cost were no object, adding an SMU to each of the address pins would easily provide
the capability of address selection. The use of a programmable power supply would be another
possible alternative. However, the overhead involved in controlling a large number of SMUs or
power supplies makes both methods less attractive.
Digital I/Os offer a more efficient approach too because one address selection can be made
by sending an instrument a single command that programs all bits at once. This capability is
readily available on many benchtop SMUs. Although most digital I/Os only support a fixed
output level, which is usually too high for an addressable array structure, a simple voltage
leveler can be added to recondition the digital signal to an appropriate level.

Throughput Analysis
Control Bus Architecture
A recent test time simulation suggests that both bus broadcast and distributed test code
methods can achieve an 8.6× test time reduction with eight DUTs tested in parallel (not
including the time necessary for data retrieval). The original method used was sequential test,
which sends GPIB commands to control each of the force/measure actions one by one. Overall
bus control time was reduced by 87% with both methods. The test assumes a 2ms bus control
time. Note that distributed test code has an overhead dependent on the number of tests to be
performed in parallel—although threads can work in parallel, they are actually created one
by one. On the other hand, bus broadcast may be at a disadvantage for complex tests such
as I-V sweeps. Bus broadcast also has the limitation that all units in the bus must take the
same action.
Address Selection Speed
Addressing control time on a conventional parametric tester can represent as much as 30% of
the overall test time because the SMU has to recreate the connection and bias on the address
pins every time it moves to the next address. Even with a longer test, such as VT test using
the maximum gm method, addressing control time may still represent 10% of the overall test
time on a conventional parametric tester. In contrast, the time necessary to select an address
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via digital I/O is on the order of a few milliseconds or less. With digital I/O integrated with
the parametric tester, overall test time can be reduced by 15% based on the example device
illustrated in Figure 4.
Data Retrieval
If one focuses only on test time savings with parallel test without also optimizing the data
retrieval process, the time it takes to get data back to the system controller can become
significant. Although data retrieval time represents only 6% of overall test time in sequential
mode, it can increase dramatically to 34% when testing eight DUTs in parallel if the data
is still being retrieved point by point (sequentially). However, if it’s possible to leverage the
memory buffer on the SMU to read all data at the end of the test, overall throughput gain on
an eight-DUT parallel test case may be improved from 6× to nearly 8×.1
Test Time Comparison
Recently, a simulation was conducted to assess the potential test time improvement for three
different types of tests: a two-terminal resistor representing a short test (time), a Kelvin
resistor representing a medium test time, and a transistor VT (gm max method) representing
a long test. Five different system configurations were analyzed. The results are summarized
in Table 1 and Figure 7. Note the trend for the longer test (VT-gm in this case) to have better
parallel test efficiency when compared to the shorter test on the two-terminal resistor; it’s
obvious that the overhead involved in retrieving data and launching parallel test has less
impact on long tests (VT-gm).

1. The base speed is established based on a GPIB benchtop system with a switch matrix that tests the eightDUT Kelvin resistor array one by one and performs address selection via digital I/O; data is retrieved point
by point via GPIB commands.
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Table 1. Simulation results of the test time comparison.
GPIB Benchtop
System
(SMU-Matrix),
Addressing by
Digital I/O2

Conventional
Parametric
Tester (4SMU),
Addressing by
SMU3

Conventional
Parametric
Tester (8SMU),
Addressing by
SMU4

Conventional
Parametric
Tester (8SMU),
Addressing by
Digital I/O5

Benchtop System
(SMU-per-pin),
Distributed
Control Code,
Addressing by
Digital I/O6

8× Two-Terminal
Resistors

1×

1.0×

3.7×

7.1×

7.5×

8× Kelvin
Resistors

1×

1.1×

2.1×

2.4×

7.9×

8× Transistors
(VT-gm)

1×

2.0×

5.3×

8.5×

13.7×

2. The system measures one DUT at a time, connects to the next device via switch matrix. All actions performed
using GPIB commands. Test results are retrieved one by one.
3. All tests are performed sequentially, with address selection performed by the SMU (connect all high pins to
SMU and low pins to GND).
4. Eight SMUs is a good number for testing four resistors, two Kelvin resistors, or three transistors in parallel
(one SMU is reserved for addressing); address selection is performed by the SMU (connect all high pins to
SMU and low pins to GND).
5. Eight SMUs is a good number for testing eight resistors, two Kelvin resistors, or four transistors in parallel;
data from eight DUTs is retrieved together at each of the address, address selection is made with digital I/O.
6. Assume no SMU resource restriction on measurement pins; system controller triggers the test function,
which is distributed and stored in the instruments; data from eight DUTs is retrieved together at each of the
addresses: address selection is made with digital I/O.
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Figure 7. A graphical representation of the simulation result of the test time comparison.

System Integration
The systems illustrated in Figures 8 and 9, both based on commercially available SMUs,
are two examples of the new system architecture. Both are capable of supporting distributed
control code. However, given that a parallel Kelvin resistor structure is the primary device to
be measured in the project, communication overhead and data retrieval time are critical in the
selection of system architecture. Due to the restriction of grouping SMUs across mainframes
and the fact that test results can only be collected from the mainframes one by one, the system
architecture illustrated in Figure 9 is superior to the one in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Alternative system integrated from benchtop mainframes. Although high speed control/
synchronization is supported within each of the mainframes, the system controller typically
connects the mainframes via GPIB. Some of the mainframes available on the market are capable
of storing test code locally as a function and executing the function when a trigger signal is
received from a remote controller.
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Figure 9. Alternative system integrated from benchtop SMU instruments. Some of the SMUs currently on
the market support distributed control code.

The system illustrated in Figure 9, which is configured using Keithley’s Series 2600A
System SourceMeter® instruments, integrates a total of 36 SMU channels for measurements
on an addressable eight-DUT Kelvin resistor structure. Each of the SMU channels has FORCE
and SENSE terminals connected all the way to the probe card to eliminate cabling-induced
errors. Address selection is achieved via digital I/O from one of the SMU chassis. The
system controller collects results from the master node at the end of each address. The overall
cost of the system is less than that of a 36-pin conventional parametric tester. (For more
information on this system development approach, see the section titled “Series 2600A System
SourceMeter® Instruments and TSP® Express.”
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Initial results of tests performed on an addressable eight-DUT Kelvin resistor structure
at an IC manufacturer site indicate that a 7× throughput advantage over the speed of a
conventional parametric tester is possible. Using an SMU-per-pin system configuration, test
sequences that once required 40 hours to complete were completed in less than six hours.

Conclusion
Methods for achieving optimal throughput have been discussed, and a system has been built
to prove that SMU-per-pin system can dramatically increase test throughput on an addressable
eight-DUT Kelvin resistor structure without significantly increasing the cost.
The throughput gains made possible through the use of SMU-per-pin systems would make
it possible to complete many variation characterization tasks within one day. Such an increase
in efficiency could soon accelerate the adoption of variation characterization as part of the
in-line test process.
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Series 2600A System SourceMeter® Instruments and TSP® Express
Keithley’s Series 2600A System SourceMeter instruments are high performance I-V
source-measure instruments designed for use either as bench-top I-V characterization
tools or as building block components of multi-channel I-V test systems. Each Series
2600A SourceMeter instrument combines a precision power supply, a true current source,
a DMM, an arbitrary waveform generator with measurement, an electronic load, and a
trigger controller – all in one instrument. They offer an ideal solution for I-V functional
test and characterization of a wide variety of semiconductors, materials, and electronic
devices. The Series 2600A family includes six different models, in single- or dual-channel
versions, and a wide dynamic range of 1fA to 10A and 1µV to 200V. The dual-channel
(1fA, 10A pulse) Model 2636A is widely used in semiconductor test applications that
require exceptional current measurement sensitivity.
Each Series 2600A instrument has an embedded Test Script Processor (TSP®) that
allows the instrument to run complete test programs (scripts) right on the instrument.
Because the test scripts can contain any sequence of routines that can be executed by
conventional programming languages (including decision-making algorithms), this feature
allows entire tests to be managed by the instrument without the need to send readings
back to the PC for decision making. This means that delays due to GPIB traffic congestion
are eliminated and overall test times are greatly improved. TSP technology also supports
“mainframe-less channel expansion.” The TSP-Link channel expansion bus (which uses
a 100 Base T Ethernet cable) allows multiple Series 2600A instruments (and other TSP
instruments) to be connected in a master-slave configuration and operate as one integrated
system. TSP-Link supports up to 32 units or 64 SMU channels per GPIB or IP address.
This allows for an all-but-unlimited channel count, allowing users to scale their systems to
fit their specific applications. All Series 2600A instruments include a built-in TSP Express
software tool that allows users to perform common I-V tests quickly and easily without
programming or installing software.
For applications that require tight instrument synchronization, a high performance,
hardware-driven trigger model allows timing at each I-V source-measure step to be
controlled precisely and operation between SMU channels and/or external instrumentation
to be synchronized at hardware speeds less than 500 nanoseconds. This represents a 400×
improvement in precision timing compared to previous solutions, allowing more tightly
controlled test conditions than ever before.
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TSP Express provides an intuitive user interface to set up and run basic and advanced
tests easily, including nested step/sweeps, pulse sweeps, and custom sweeps for device
characterization applications. For applications where single point I-V source-delay-measure
is all that is needed, TSP Express also provides an interface to configure and measure
discrete points quickly. TSP Express data can be viewed in graphical or tabular formats
and can be readily exported to a .csv file for use with spreadsheet applications. An
automatic script generation feature simplifies the process of writing custom programs for
more advanced test requirements.
The Series 2600A’s parallel testing capability allows all SMU channels to run the
same or different tests on any number of channels in the system synchronously or
asynchronously. Additionally, the Series 2600A system can be dynamically reconfigured
via software – without rewiring the test system – for maximum flexibility and efficiency
when testing a wide mix of devices.
All Series 2600A instruments are LXI Class C compliant and feature a built-in
LXI Web interface, which makes it simple to configure measurements and transfer data
at high speed. Remote testing and monitoring for troubleshooting are quick and easy.
All the capabilities needed to start testing with Series 2600A instruments are instantly
accessible via the Web interface. A Quick Start menu provides an intuitive point-and-click
environment for common instrument functions; a Tools menu offers project utilities and
advanced features for writing custom scripts for creating more sophisticated test sequences.
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